
Estimating the load based on nominal chiller kW per ton and kW reading

From the drawings on the plan table
550 tons
309 kw
309/550=0.5618 kw per ton on average

Control panel kW indication - 118 kW

118/.56=210.7143

Estimating the load on the plant from the water side load equation

Flow rate, based on an assumption that the balancer had throttled the pump to its design 
flow and head and the nameplate data on the pump

1100 gpm

Water temperatures based on the existing control system sensors, cross-checked against 
the existing thermometers

EWT 49.2

LWT 42

500*1100*(49.2-42)=3.96E6 

(3.96E6 is exponential notation for 3,960,000 Btu/hr)
(There are 12,000 Btu/hr per ton)

3.96E6/12000=330 tons

Class Notes
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Estimating the potential pump energy savings for the throttled evaporator pump using the 
pump power and energy equation

Flow - 1100 gpm based on assuming the valve is throttled to design flow/nameplate flow

Wasted head -12 ft.w.c.- based on the TDV curve that you looked up on your phone by 
using the valve nameplate information and estimating the line size by measuring the pipe 
circumference and insulation thickness

At 40% open and 1100 gpm the valve has a pressure drop in the 14 ft.w.c. range (depending 
on how good you are at reading log scales)
Wide open at 1100 gpm, the valve has a pressure drop in the 2 ft.w.c. range
So the potential savings is 12 ft.w.c of pressure drop

Motor efficiency = .893 based on the motor nameplate rating and assuming that between 
50% and 100% loaded motor efficiency curves are fairly flat.
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Pump efficiency -  .75 - estimate based on past experience.  You could also look up the 
pump curve based on the pump nameplate data on your smart phone, just like we did for 
the triple duty valves

(1100*12)/(3960*.893*.75)*.746=3.7128 kW could be saved for each hour the pump 
operates

Currently, the plant makes chilled water 24/7 and runs the pump round the clock

Annual savings potential

3.7*8670*.18=5774.22 kWh

At an electric rate of $.16 per kWh the savings is 5774*.16=$923.84
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